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THE ETHICAL RATIONALE BEHIND CAREFULLY 
CONSTRUCTED DUE DILIGENCE
AND THE LEGAL STUFF
Blind hype and groupthink are both very real risks, especially when this much money is on the line. No one should be making financial decisions, subconsciously or 
not, exclusively on the data of another person and data without proper risk analysis are just dangerous numbers, regardless of how accurate it is. 

While we, as researchers and part of the larger community, are not accountable for the actions of the reader, we are responsible for providing ethically sound 
data. This means data that doesn't incite riots, extend falsehoods, is deliberately obtuse, or immaterial and easily misappropriated without the greater context.

The following due diligence is built from understood and speculative risk analysis and prediction modeling based on past practices, patterns, and market 
understanding. However, it is only MY interpretation of what has/is happening. It, like all external due diligence should not be your only data point. It is up to 

you to leverage as many data points as possible in order to build your OWN personal financial and risk analysis. No one can, or should, be telling YOU what to 
do with YOUR finances. Even a licensed financial advisor can only ever ”advise” you on what they believe is best, in the end YOU and YOU ALONE are solely 
responsible for your financial decisions.

TL;DR: ”Due Diligence” which provide numbers without the broader context and realities of the market (eg. FINRA intervention, SEC circuit breakers, etc.) is tasty 

hopium but should not be misconstrued as effective DD on its own, regardless of accuracy… and IAmNotAFinancialAdvisor J

The ”Legal Garbage”:

I do not provide personal investment advice and I am not a qualified licensed investment advisor. I am an amateur investor. All information found here, including any ideas, opinions, views, predictions, forecasts, commentaries, suggestions, or 

stock picks, expressed or implied herein, are for informational, entertainment or educational purposes only and should not be construed as personal investment advice. While the information provided is believed to be accurate, it may include 
errors or inaccuracies. I will not and cannot be held liable for any actions you take as a result of anything you read here. Conduct your own due diligence or consult a licensed financial advisor or broker before making all investment 

decisions. Any investments, trades, speculations, or decisions made based on any information found, expressed or implied herein, are committed at your own risk, financial or otherwise. My time growing up as a poor boy in Bulgaria taught 
me everything, ….also, I appreciate the question.



WHY ARE WE HERE?*
I AM ASSUMING THAT EVERYONE READING THIS IS AWARE OF THE BASIC CONCEPTS AROUND SHORT-SELLING AT THIS POINT. IN CASE YOU NEED TO BRUSH UP ON THIS, THE LAST 
SLIDE OF THIS PRESENTATION CONTAINS VARIOUS LINKS TO EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AS WELL AS SOURCE LINKS FOR THE DATA USED.

While short selling is VERY common in the market and can net decent profits for investors who effectively juggle the risk, 
the “bankruptcy jackpot” is a rare occurrence which promises a much larger pay off if successful. 

Standard Short Selling Model The “Bankruptcy Jackpot”
Example below nets ~$1000 profitExample below nets ~$200 profit

*It’s one of life’s great mysteries…



OKAY… 
BUT WHY GAMESTOP?

This is an SEC filing from March 
2016 noting a debt Gamestop took 
on in order to raise $475m in capital

Items of note from this filing:

• $475m “loan” to be repaid at 6.75% interest

• To be paid in bi-annual payments

• The final payment due March 15, 2021

Sure… but companies offer bonds daily, big deal, right?

[20]



NOT GAMESTOP
• These have been in both foreign and US markets

• With the most notable from the US markets being 
the 2016-1 and its July 2020 maturity extension.

• Two of the foreign issues, the 2011 & 2012 
maturity dates in the adjacent chart, were part 
of the Reg S-4 offering for EB Games in the 
merger/acquisition of senior note debt.

• A third, for $350m at 5.5% interest was paid in 
full by its October 2019 maturity

Got it… so ELIA! Why does that matter?
• Based on the Long-Term Debt report, Gamestop has been a “debt-funded” 

company for nearly 15 years

• Note the $350m international bond, issued in 2014, appears to have been 
underpaid through 2015 & 2016. And possibly not paid at all until 2019.

• This would mean IT was paid in full on time but at the expense of NOT paying 

on the 2016-1 issue which is why an extension was required in July 2020 to 
remain solvent by its 3/15/21 maturity date

• TL;DR – For 15 years, GME’s company value has been largely based on the 
debt it has been holding and as it has continued to “kick the can down the road” 
by using new debt to pay off old debt, they show weakness to potential 

investors…. Unless you happen to be a short seller…

In the last 15 years, Gamestop has issued 
very few corporate bonds

Even with this relatively small amount of corporate issuance, in the last 15 
years, Gamestop has progressively used lengthy periods of debt to cover 
losses and increase equity

Long-Term Debt [5]
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TIME FOR A GAME… 
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Let’s assume, 
• There is a company which has always had a brick-and-mortar footprint but is currently in a quickly growing technology world 

dominated by digital sales, home delivery, and first-party distribution
• Their financial model has always been running against debt to generate liquidity
• In 1.5 years, they take on $825m in debt, plus interest  (9/2014 $350m & 3/2016 $475m bonds) [19]
• Their year over year earnings have been flat or following inflation trends but they are reporting the SAME debt on yearly earnings 

reports (i.e.. They aren’t paying their loans) [5]
• You ALREADY have a short position in this company and have ALREADY found profit from its instability

My, look at the correlation in the down trending price as the short volume trends up…
This chart can be found reprinted larger in the presentation appendix



RATINGS MATTER
As yearly earnings release, they continue to show the $475m 
debt. Rating agencies begin to knock down the ratings on the 
bond and officially move GME to a “Negative” rating, declaring 
they are at real risk of default.

As a result multiple financial analysts start analyzing and 
predicting the imminent failure of GME by the 3/15/21 bond 
maturity date.

This prediction is further emphasized by COVID and the 
struggling retail market in general.

[6]
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TIMELINE (Q4 2019 – Q3 2020)
• The above chart provides a visualization of fail-to-deliver (blue), volume 100x (red), and price changes over time (green), more on their relevance is provided on slide 11

• This chart’s primary purpose is to provide a cited timeline of data points which impact the long-term viability and credit rating of Gamestop as a company while also noting 
the correlation of these public announcements with spikes in fail-to-deliver shares

• Multiple credit rating downgrades are followed immediately by volume and Fail-to-Deliver spikes with increased short selling

• The share price has now dropped to an all-time low of ~$3.50 per share

• Available shares in float are relatively low. As shorts increase so does buying pressure

• Immediately following the private offer announcement, the Fail-to-Deliver and volume spike. We also see price moving up with increased buying pressure as share 
availability decreases

B

A
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This chart can be found reprinted larger in the presentation appendix



A stock’s Float is the number of shares available for trading to investors. It is calculated by subtracting any restricted2 shares from the total of outstanding 
shares available. Gamestop has issued 69.75M Outstanding Shares and reports 45.16M shares in their Float.3

Mutual Fund and, occasionally, board member holdings are included in this Float HOWEVER these “closely held” shares are very unlikely or, in some cases, 
unable to be loaned out for short selling. The ”remaining float” identified in the chart above provides an approximation of the number of shares “available 

to short sellers” as of 1/31/21 (Mutual Funds) and 4/8/21 (Insiders).

So, what’s a float and does it matter? Remaining float calculated with a 5% error1

1. 5% error to accommodate unknowns regarding ”restricted” shares for long-term insiders who may not have passed vested periods for holdings
2. Restricted shares are largely those held by company insiders which are prevented from being transacted through normal market means until properly vested or otherwise according to company by-laws.
3. For Mutual Fund holdings, this is as of the 1/31/21, end of year, required SEC reporting period

[26]



Removing Mutual Funds, which are unable to sell short and Insiders, who are unwilling to sell short, the
approximate remaining float (w/ a 5% error) is:

~25.9m shares
NOTE: Obtaining a snapshot of mutual fund ownership as of August 2020 is difficult so the above calculation is using 
existing mutual fund holdings and the August 2020 outstanding share count and should be used as a “visualization” and 
approximation for the purposes of understanding the impact on float.

…so, that means….

Remaining float calculated with a 5% error

This means that the highest number of available shares to be shorted at any given time 
SHOULD be ~25.9m…
We know from reported short volume that GME has been over shorted for years but
~25.9m shares is a good amount of room for short sellers to move in order to continue
making a profit and driving the share value down.

Then… the unthinkable happens…
Ryan Cohen (former CEO of CHEWY) buys 9m shares of GME.
Joining the board as a 12.9% owner, his venture firm, RC Ventures,
has committed to providing GME capital for outstanding debt.

Cohen’s purchase cuts ~35% of the Float in a single day while immediately increasing
the value of GME by bringing, with him, access to capital and positive press. As GME
share prices begin to climb, the available float is now:

~21.9m shares
NOTE: When Cohen initially bought in, his 9m shares reduced the then float to ~17.4m however, in November 2020 4.5m 
shares were issued which increased the ”available float” to the ~21.9m shares listed above.



NOW IT GETS COMPLICATED

Remember the logistics of a successful short game is to 
continuously short and hope the price continues to drop. In 
this way you are “always” selling the borrowed shares at a 
higher price than what you are buying the returned shares 
at, thus always making a profit.

There are two things which make this 
extraordinarily difficult. These are the key pieces of 
this theory, they are: Available Float and Share 
Price.

The details to the right may be helpful as well à

I know what you are thinking, NOW?!
It is important to note that, prior to this point, the data provided was deeply rooted in verifiable facts, numbers, and sources. From here, there is a much more 
speculative approach taken. While I am confident in the assumptions supporting the data below, no speculative thought is without error.

Glossary:

Disclosed Short – When a share can be borrowed. Due to market “stability requirements” 

some Disclosed shorts are understood to be Naked shorts.

Naked Short – When a share is “borrowed” without being available to borrow. Note that 
naked shorting is an expected occurrence in the market due to various factors, including 
settlement periods. Intentional naked shorting, however, is illegal.

Fails to Deliver (FTD) – Due to the “stability requirements” of Disclosed shorts, an 

investor/trader has T+21 market days to return the borrowed shares. According to REG SHO 
Rule 204, this is T+6 if shown as a result of “market making activities”. If the borrowed share 
is not returned in this time, it becomes a fail-to-deliver. 

Importantly, the “stock borrow program” and move to full electronic stock trading, 
implemented in 1981, made the possibility of ”counterfeit shares” a reality as all electronic 

transactions treat the “borrowed” share as a trusted, and completed, transaction. This includes 
assuming the return of the borrowed share has already happened, immediately upon 
transaction. Following an initial T+5 window of return, the FTD can persist for additional 8 (13 

total) consecutive settlement days before the broker’s short-selling is restricted.

According to REG SHO Rule 203(b)(1), it is the responsibility of the broker to monitor and 
ensure that they always maintain the ability to “locate” the shorted share by this due date. 
They are responsible for policing the participant and any future short selling on that equity.

[22]

[23]

1. The settlement cycle is known as "T+2" — shorthand for "trade date plus two days." When you buy securities, 
the brokerage firm must receive your payment no later than two business days after the trade is executed. Any 

reference of “T+n” refers to the number of market days following the trade/transaction date.



CONTINUING THE GAME…
Last we left our game on slide 6, we were deciding what we would 
do if handed a proverbial cash cow by shorting GME for 4+ years.

Now, let’s add in the latest data from the last few slides, and see if 
it changes our mind.

The Recap
• Between 11/2019 and 5/2020, GME had a progressively more negative credit ratings as it continued to look like more of a 

certainty that they would default on their $475m bond in the next 12 months
• The available float was ~30.5 million shares, 40% of ALL outstanding shares. Low enough to be ”owned” almost entirely by Shorters 

but high enough to be “safe” from external buying pressure. 
• Because of the continued shorting over 5+ years, the share price is ~$4. While low, no external investors are touching it because of 

the negative credit risk, the 5 year steady downward trend, and the looming demise of the company.
• Most importantly, because of the three critical points above,  there is a definitive end of life at 3/15/2021 due to their bond 

maturity date.

Remember back to slide 3, when we learned about the Bankruptcy Jackpot? As a short seller, 
you make profits on the difference between what you sold the borrowed share for vs what 
price you were forced to buy it back at. BUT, in a Bankruptcy Jackpot, the company goes 
under and the total amount that you have shorted and NOT yet returned, is ALL…...



THE FTD SQUEEZE
Why this squeeze is NOT the VW squeeze, a Gamma squeeze, or any other squeeze that has been squoze.
Did you, like the Shorters, choose to bank on the imminent failure of GME and realize that the MORE open shorts you had for GME,
naked or not, would mean more money for you when the retailer finally fell? If so, then I suppose your next question is what about those 
pesky “fail-to-delivers”? Have I got a plan for you! 

Check this out
The timeline below shows the FTD report dates from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). This report tells EVERYONE just how many FTDs WERE 
floating for a specific stock. You can only “carry” a short-sold share for 2 days (T+2), before it is required to be reported to the SEC and added to this list.

Let’s assume you borrow and sell a short on 1/15/20, you should deliver it by 1/23/20, assuming there are shares to trade, this is easily done. But let’s also 
assume that “everyone” is shorting and there are only 30.5m shares in float. How do you “push” the date of delivery on that share? You simply short again.

I know that may SEEM counterintuitive because you are just digging deeper into hole but hear me out!
Because of Continuous Net Settlement, the shares that you shorted have already been “returned” and very likely 
borrowed again for future shorting. This naked shorting is an accepted expectation of the market, allowing it to move 
forward without getting stalled behind settlement periods. So, if you borrow again, you can return that newly 
borrowed share instead and just kind of “kick the can” down the road.

Here’s the timeline:
1. You borrow 100 shares from Broker A, to sell them for $10/per 

share
2. You owe those 100 shares to Broker A, so you go to Broker B, 

borrow 100 shares, immediately giving them to Broker A (+$1000)
3. You owe Broker B 100 shares, and the share price is $5/per share. 

You buy 100 shares at $5/each and give them to Broker B (-$500)
4. You now owe 0 shares and have made a $500 profit just by 

juggling some shares you never actually owned
5. What if we back up a step and imagine that you didn’t buy in Step 

3 and, instead borrowed from Broker C to satisfy Broker B.

Now imagine the 100 shares Broker C gave you to cover your 
shares owed to Broker B were borrowed shares that someone else 
borrowed from Broker A… now imagine they were YOUR shares 

If you are thinking, “what is the big deal” if GME is going to fail and the 
Bankruptcy Jackpot is inevitable, then what does it matter how long we “kick 
the can down the road”. If shares are available to borrow, just continue 
borrowing, shorting, and profiting until 3/15/21.

Congratulations… you are thinking like a Hedge Fund now!



THE FTD SQUEEZE…CONTINUED

Now that we know the what, when, why, and how, let’s look at the why not?

For this, we need to understand a bit about risk models. A few things we 
should consider as truth:

1. Banks, hedge funds, etc. are NOT dumb
2. They do NOT take risks lightly
3. As much as they like making money, they REALLY don’t like losing it
4. They have been running risk models on Bankruptcy Jackpots for years
5. Even the best risk models have oversight and unrealized variables
6. Risk acceptance is based on a risk tolerance defined within these models

With that in mind, what are the risks here, as of May 
2020?

1. GME pulls out a market changing win in 9 months which 
saves the company from certain bankruptcy

2. An external investor steps in to dramatically cut the 
available shares we have to us, forcing us to fight against 
our own shorts to avoid the FTDs

3. The share price suddenly starts spiking, pushing all our shorts 
out of the money, as we now need to buy them at a higher 
rater than we initially sold them

4. Oops………



THE FTD SQUEEZE…VISUALIZED

Editor’s Note: 
To clarify, this FTD squeeze cycle, always existed and still exists for the thousands of shorted tickers across the market. THIS squeeze is so unique because the perfect storm outlined in the previous few slides has created an untenable time 
bomb. If future regulations are not put in place to manage the causes, it will happen again, and the next one could have a much broader impact on the market overall.

As a short seller, the above visual example, demonstrating the consistent and predictable borrowing and subsequent return of shorted shares over time, would be ideal

• Borrowing, then returning the shorted share within the T+2 period is most preferred (green), so the share is not identified as a Fail-to-deliver.
• At T+5, the broker is required to begin “locating” the share
• At T+6 (yellow), the expected limit of return based on transaction settlement delays has been reached. The broker can now assume that the return delay may 

be a result of share availability and, if this is a broker’s transaction, this is the point it is considered an FTD, NOT the T+2 above
• T+13 (orange) is the point at which, if the broker has not “located” the share, they will be restricted from accepting any short a short sale order in any equity
• The reason this is not the “redline” is because the broker’s ”locate requirement” can be satisfied by another borrowed share and, in doing so, the broker’s 

“market making activity” would have an FTD of T+6 instead. That borrowed share would also follow its own T+13 settlement period

Notably, if shares are available in a stock, this process of borrowing, delayed returning, and reborrowing could theoretically go on for years unabated. If shares 
are available, the limitation in shorting is managed only by the broker’s decision to allow it continue.

In a Bankruptcy jackpot, specifically, I continue to pull in cash, hand over fist, while the value of the company plummets. With shares available, I run back-to-back 
shorts, pushing the FTD dates out to the last possible moment, before purchasing to cover, while continuing to short relentlessly, to maximize profit. Brokers 
continue to grant me short selling opportunities since shares become more available as the price drops and investors exit their positions. As we get closer to the 
day of reckoning (3/15/21) I become more confident that there is no exit strategy available to the company and within ~1-2 months of the default day, I don’t 
even care about covering shorts anymore because I’m that confident in their imminent demise… What could go wrong?



THE FTD SQUEEZE…WHEN RISK MODELS FAIL…

Editor’s Note: 
The timelines/dates presented above are approximations based on market conditions. The scale used it to provide an example of the squeeze’s impact over time on short sellers and should not 
be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction

• Based on the previously defined cycle, there is an approximate timing of 15-20 days a share can “float”, as first borrowed and then 
as an FTD, before needing to be resolved via a replacement share (i.e.. counterfeit or actual)

• This timing is largely dependent on available shares, controlled shared pricing, and risk-loss models
• As a result, risk models at both brokers and short sellers, would only allow a certain number of shorts to process and would be tightly 

controlled via algorithms
• In anticipation of a Bankruptcy Jackpot, however, the defined end of life allows for the risk model tolerance for loss-risks to be 

increased, depending on their calculated probability
• This means that as time went on, shorts were processed with higher frequency and the identified risks around Available Float and 

Share Price were lowered. This pattern can be seen in the chart above which shows increased spikes in FTDs as the defined 
Bankruptcy Jackpot date (3/15/2021) approaches

• With the bond extension in July 2020, this end of life was no longer certain and the FTDs, for 1.5 months, dropped to the lowest
aggregate value GME had seen in nearly two years

• On August 30, 2020, Ryan Cohen purchases over 30% of the float and, as a board member, his shares are restricted from shorting
• This vote of confidence also causes the share price to increase 40% in 48 hours; it will never dip back to its original value
• In less than two months, the three key pieces of a successful Bankruptcy Jackpot (defined end of life, available float, and controlled 

shared pricing) are now gone and the FTD squeeze begins

As you can see above, as we move closer to today, several factors cause the “ideal” management of my shares to be compressed



THE FTD SQUEEZE…UNCOILING THE SPRING
…without releasing the tension all at once
One of the best ways to visualize this is to think about short selling, particularly the short sellers and broker involvement, as several 
springs under growing tension from each other. Like springs in a mattress, pressure applied to one, is distributed in some way across them 
all. Over the last five years, each spring has coiled tighter, increasing tension overtime shorters continue to squeeze life from the stock. 
This tension can be released in a finite number of ways.
1. A Bankruptcy Jackpot - The spring breaks. When the company goes under, tension is relieved without catapulting stock value, shorters make their profits, 

and the market stabilizes.
2. A Traditional Short Squeeze - The spring springs. All tension, eventually, is unable to be contained and it releases sending the “long” investors to the 

moon. Shorters experience large, typically single-incident, losses and the market stabilizes.
3. An FTD Squeeze - The spring springs several times. The FTD cycle’s share location requirements under a severely limited float and extraordinarily high 

amounts of over-shorted volume, cause the spring’s tension to release in waves of lessening strength, but at higher prices, over an elongated period. These 
multiple-incident losses are necessary as the length of the squeeze, and limited float, require a consistent additional tension to be applied throughout the 
slow release. Shorters experience larger, multiple-incident, losses and the market stabilizes once the tension is returned to a manageable level given the 
reduced float and buying pressure.1

4. Uncoiling the Spring - The spring never fully springs. All tension is eventually released as the tightly wound spring “uncoils” over time. As more shares are 
made available, the tension will decrease proportionally, and the market stabilizes once the tension is returned to a manageable level. Like the FTD 
Squeeze, this requires a consistent additional tension to be applied throughout the slow release however it relies on the available float increasing. The 
buying pressure becomes the difference between the Uncoiling and the FTD Squeeze. In other words, the share price increases as buying pressure 
increases, if the float never changes, the ability to uncoil takes significantly longer and, in the meantime, the FTD Squeeze continues.

Editor’s Note: 
The information presented above is based on market observations. The example provided is an estimation of the squeeze’s impact over time on short sellers and investors. It should not be used as 
a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction.
1. The concept of the “Interstellar Yo-yo Theory” tracks very closely to the FTD Squeeze, with the exception being that the “Yo-Yo” does not project an end but rather a continuous, largely homogenous, wave form which moves forward in 
perpetuity as short sellers continue to gain and then subsequently lose ground on covering shorts. This theory does not consider the FTD “locate requirements” placed on the brokers in the event of an over-shorted stock with a limited float. [27]

Note that the largest difference between the FTD Squeeze and Uncoiling the Spring is perspective. As shorters ”uncoil” their position, the 
FTD Squeeze continues. If buying pressure levels are controlled, the losses to shorters are large but manageable and, most of all, 
predictable. If buying pressure changes, losses are unpredictable and could be staggering as the tension will STILL need to be relieved and, 
if the float remains largely unchanged, the ”floor” would have been raised significantly.

In all cases, the spring tension is increased by shorters creating FTDs which are required by brokers to be returned. As this is only possible 
via additional shorting, every new shorted share is additional tension applied. The lower the available float the more likely shorters are to 
continue shorting to cover the FTDs, which increases the tension, compounding the pressure.



THE PANIC OF THE FTD SQUEEZE

Editor’s Note: 
The timelines and data presented above are approximations based on market conditions and data. They should not be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction.

With the elimination of ~30% of available shares to trade and the price beginning to climb, the best case 15–20 day
FTD cycle is already starting to lower. But why?

REG SHO Rule 203(b) states that, in the event FTDs are not resolved, the brokers are held responsible for their return. If, 
after the full settlement period, they haven’t been returned the broker is prohibited from accepting a short sale order in 
any equity security, or effecting a short sale order in an equity security for its own account, until ALL FTDs have been 
located. Notably, this “location requirement” is satisfied if the broker is able to successfully 1) borrow the security; 2) 
entered into a bona-fide arrangement to borrow the security; or 3) establish reasonable grounds to believe that the 
security can be borrowed so that it can be delivered on the date delivery is due. [23] 

Put simply, the only way to clear the FTD short is to provide the actual share OR short it again.

To remain solvent themselves, the brokers, as FTD location requirement dates near, begin limiting available short options because they know the limited float 
means the shares shorted are unlikely to be returned within the allotted time period. By limiting shorts, they ensure that shares returned are unlikely to be further 
naked shorts which protects their ability to continue short selling to other clients and within other securities.

The 1.5 months immediately following Cohen’s 9m purchase could not 
have been more different than the 1.5 months preceding it. 
Along with a significant hike in volume and an uptrend slope in value, 
the FTDs increase as there were suddenly not enough shares to 
continue shorting at the same level. In addition to the brokers limiting 
short selling opportunities, additional investors suddenly began 
buying in; perhaps smelling blood in the water…

10/13/20 saw 1m+ FTDs followed by a period of very little volume 
and very few FTDs, by comparison. How? One interesting coincidence 
from October and November 2020 was approximately 850k mutual 
fund and 500k ETF GME holdings were sold… to someone. 
In either case, you can see the relief was short-lived as the FTDs 
would be consistent from 12/1/20 on.



THE FTD SQUEEZE CYCLE NARROWS
The walls are closing in and there is writing on them…

Editor’s Note: 
The timelines and data presented above are approximations based on market conditions and data. They should not be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction.

The chart below represents a possible breakdown of “pressure walls” as a result of the FTD location requirement dates. While the T+2 
settlement dates overlap as we saw in previous slides, the broker must take steps to close the identified FTDs at T+5 and will expect them 
to be “located” by T+13 at the very latest since any shares beyond that would restrict their ability to accept short sale orders generally.

The assumption is that the dates with significant changes (up or down) in total FTD followed by equally significant changes (up or down) in volume would signify 
an attempt to cover as many FTDs as possible prior to the location dates and/or defined “delivery” dates required of the short sellers by the brokers.

The below chart overlays the proposed delivery squeeze of FTDs over time on top of the FTD pressure walls identified above. Notice the 
relative alignment of FTD volume spikes with the delivery squeeze followed by drop offs in the middle of the pressure walls as the 
delivery pressure is relieved. Also note that, as the FTD squeeze continues, both the delivery period AND pressure walls narrow. This is 
because shares are becoming less available which is causing the brokers’ location requirement periods to be narrower as well.



THE FTD SQUEEZE … ENDGAME
The snap is inevitable… but, just for fun, let’s circle back to our game…

Editor’s Note: 
The timelines and data presented above are approximations based on market conditions and data. They should not be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction.

Alright Thanos, when we last left the game (which, you just lost BTW) we were positive that the 3/15/21 maturity date, the 30.5m float, the poor credit rating, 
the brick-and-mortar business model, and a global pandemic would deliver the Bankruptcy Jackpot into your hand. Now, we are ~8 months on, the end of GME 
should be a week away but you are staring at red balance sheets while Redditors are seeing green and, worst of all, you know you can’t stop it. Why?

Buying pressure… in the end, that is what will do you in. Buying pressure that YOU must apply because YOU can’t deliver the shares otherwise. Sure, you can 
return some legitimately, but the vast majority continue to be naked. For example, let’s assume you are over-shorted 60m shares and you potentially buyback 
5% (~750k) of the available float each day. But you are so over-shorted from before the FTD squeeze began that you are only able to cover ~1.25% of the 
total shorts you are required to deliver. This example also doesn’t account for the continued growth of your over-shorted position as, the only way to satisfy the 
FTD ”locate requirements” of the brokers is to continue borrowing from others. Also, every day fewer shares are available because those around you are in the 
same position. All of you, forced to borrow and sell short, digging yourselves deeper, in order to “push the goalpost” until the buying pressure is more than you 
can contain, at which point the spring tension is eased, the pressure walls widen, the price increases, a new “floor” is created, and the cycle begins again. This 
continues in narrower time scales until the tension is fully released, by the spring snapping (the Bankruptcy Jackpot), the spring releasing all at once (Traditional 
Short Squeeze), or all shorts all covered (Uncoiling the Spring). All of these are still viable endgames to the FTD Squeeze as it must end eventually. Currently, 
however, the house is burning, and a bunch of armchair quarterback quants have linked arms and are barring your only emergency exit.

Every news report, good or bad, every government hearing, every notable tweet is a catalyst that could push the buying pressure too high to maintain. Until then 
you will slowly bleed as the pressure walls become closer and the FTD squeeze periods get narrower, as shorts continue to be shorted and shares continue to be 
unavailable. You know, as others do, that when the FTD squeeze aligns with the buying pressure walls, the stones have been gathered and the real snap occurs. 
You may have been inevitable but…



THEY ARE DIAMOND HANDS

Editor’s Note:
The timelines and data presented in this presentation are approximations based on market conditions and data. They should not be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or
investment direction. The purpose was to provide a speculative, but informed view, on where we currently sit in the battle for GME. This is not meant in anyway to be hype. Trust the DATA, not
the HYPE. While being informed and honest about your personal financial knowledge, situation, and goals.



TECHNICAL TL;DR

Editor’s Note:
The timelines and data presented in this presentation are approximations based on market conditions and data. They should not be used as a defined projection of timing, share price, or investment direction. This is not meant in anyway to be
hype. Trust the DATA, not the HYPE, so you can be informed and honest about your personal financial literacy, situation, and goals.

Given the location requirements imposed by REG SHO Rule 203(b)(1), the “pressure walls” identified in the FTD Squeeze theory are driven by the hypothetical, limited available float creating 
a situation where brokers will shut down further borrowing because they can no longer “reasonably” assume that a share will be delivered. 

This “squeeze cycle” would be characterized by ever-increasing share price plateaus, separated by a roughly 2-3 week period. This timeline would be driven by the locate requirement risk 
“thresholds” established by the brokers based on the shares available to them. These thresholds would likely fall to a ~T+11 => ~T+8 => ~T+5, descending scale of risk acceptance as the 
shares continue to be borrowed to “clear” previous FTDs. This causes the shares to be less available for future borrowing without first buying ”actual” shares to satisfy the outstanding FTDs. In 
addition, these cycles would likely see share price decreasing and limited volume as the buying pressure to clear FTDs and the over-shorted positions continue to increase. 

This individual cycle would last until the buying pressure brought on by the lack of borrowable shares would require the ”actual” shares to be purchased to satisfy outstanding FTDs AND any 
remaining legitimate short positions the short seller has been forced take on as a result of continuing to borrow to satisfy the FTDs throughout the cycle. After which, the buying pressure relieved 
(the ”spring” has “uncoiled” some), the FTD Squeeze cycle restarts as they are forced to continue borrowing shares from brokers. Due to the limited available float, and over shorted position, 
they do not have the ability to fully cover their remaining FTDs AND shorts immediately so this cycle of pressure building, and release, would continue. Each time ”uncoiling” a little further as 
some “positive ground” is theoretically attained. 

The lengths of these cycles would be determined by the existing short positions, the existing amount of FTDs as well as any external buying pressure which may exist at the time. These cycles of 
approaching pressure walls, requiring the buying of shares to offset and “reset” the cycle, would theoretically continue until we see the short positions and FTDs return to a “manageable” daily 
position. At which point the ”price plateaus” would begin systematically stepping down, rather than up, as the remaining buying pressure is not enough to offset the natural selling pressure of 
the over valued stock. This process of “Uncoiling the Spring” represents one exit strategy of short sellers stuck within the FTD Squeeze cycle.

Note that the above theoretical cycle would exist for ALL short sellers at the time of the available float being dramatically reduced which would “start” a disparate FTD Squeeze for each short 
seller based on their independent short position. Some alignment would exist, since they have the same theoretical starting point; however, they all have different ”exit” points, due to risk 
models, investment depth, over shorted position, liquidity, and other factors. This means that a) prediction modeling the impact of the FTD Squeeze is complex as the cycles defined above are 
several overlapping cycles which have a crude alignment at times, and b) a possible “exit” point from a single short seller would theoretically increase the buying pressure to cause a cascading 
short squeeze to occur and all remaining short positions rush to avoid their independent losses. This traditional “Short Squeeze” represents another exit strategy of short sellers stuck within the 
FTD Squeeze cycle.

Furthermore, in this hypothetical situation, it would stand to reason that much of the daily trading volume, potentially greater than 90%, could theoretically be exclusively from short seller 
transactions. This is because it is not in the statistical best interest for any other shareholder to modify their positions significantly unless to directly profit from the raised share prices, which 
would be a single instance contribution to volume. Further investment by institutional, mutual fund, or other private investors is discouraged due to high share prices and volatility and any insider 
transactions would likely be limited by legal restrictions. 

This control of most of the daily volume means that further market manipulation on the part of short sellers would be possible as they can theoretically control the movement of share prices. The 
consistent buying pressure applied by the FTD Squeeze means "pricing up” is always easier than “pricing down”, at least while the cycles are continuing to narrow in length. However, this 
“price control” would theoretically allow for purposeful movement of share prices in order to trigger In The Money Put and Call options. This “Gamma Squeeze” theory would increase 
immediate liquidity and offset the potential losses garnered from maintaining the shorts and open interest attributed to unreturned borrowed shares against margin as well as the afore-
mentioned price plateaus and potential ”mini-squeezes” as short positions are closed in large volume buys.

Note that, should the FTD Squeeze theory be valid, it stands to reason that the pressure build/release of “Spring Uncoiling”, the immediate release of a “Short Squeeze”, and the liquidity 
growth of a “Gamma Squeeze” are all symptoms, or potential parts, of the FTD Squeeze and, potentially, do NOT exist without a smaller, less noticeable, FTD Squeeze occurring.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS I
The following questions are just a small sampling of those frequently asked in various Subreddits, Discords, Twitter streams, etc. and, far too often, are answered incorrectly. To provide further clarity on the 
relevant regulatory requirements and market limitations, I have chosen a select few.
• What would happen in Gamestop requests a share recall?

The company does NOT request a share recall. In the event of an upcoming shareholder vote, the company announces the schedule for the upcoming vote. It is then up to the individual share holders and 
brokers to ”recall” any shares which may have been loaned. Importantly, since brokers make money from loaned shares daily, it isn’t in their best interest to initiate recalls, lenders (that is you, even if you 
are unaware of it) do, and the brokers are facilitating the transaction. The ”Holder of Record” at the time of voting preregistration is the share holder which can vote with the referenced shares.

• How do I stop my broker from loaning my shares to shorters?
Depending on the broker and the terms you agreed to when opening your account, this may not be up to you. When in doubt, contact your broker directly and confirm with them that they do not loan 
ANY shares they hold. Note that it is important that the clarification of ANY share is stressed because, saying they aren’t loaning your specific shares is a falsehood. Technically they can/may/will tell you 
they will prevent YOUR shares from being loaned however they aren’t reviewing the share registration numbers at the time of the discussion and likely cannot speak to the status of YOUR specific shares. 
Previous share holders have reported that while their broker assures them, they will not loan their shares, they will rarely put this in an email which could later be held against them should your voting 
rights be suspended while your share is located. Importantly, however, a share OWNED is a share OWED. Accordingly, your loaned share doesn’t mean that, should you choose to close your position it 
will be stuck in some limbo that prevents this.

• What is the ”fundamental value” of Gamestop?
There are many posts circulating which claim the current price of Gamestop is the “fundamental value”. While this price is “technically” the market value, it is far from the fundamental, or intrinsic, value 
of the stock. This can also sometimes be seen as the Projected Free Cash Flow (PFCF or FCF) and is calculated based on the latest company financials. While it isn’t unusual for a stock’s Price to Intrinsic 
Value PFCF to be greater than the FCF, the current PFCF for Gamestop is roughly $38. This means that, at the current price, GME’s Price to Intrinsic Value PFCF is approximately 4.5.

• What does the above mean for me?
It means that, if you are holding GME for the ”long play” and comfortable riding the price waves, expecting the market value of GME to be a minimum of the current price and, as I have often read, 
~$500 in the next 24 months, you should keep in mind that the FCF of GME is $38. If you believe that ANY of the current price is as a result of limited shares and short positions then, by definition, it is 
inflated and it WILL correct closer to its FCF before it begins to climb based on traditional market factors, such as company growth. Translation: Sell high and, if interested in the ”long play”, buy back in 
when the price corrects to the FCF.

• Should I sell on the way down?
You should NOT wait for the stock to start plunging to sell. Plan your exist strategy now and set your limits appropriate because, in the moment, you will not have time. On Jan 28, the share price moved 
from $480 to $180, with a volume of over 200k, in an hour. That is roughly 3,500 shares moved and $5 lost every minute. Similarly, on March 10, the share price moved from $340 to $215, with a 
volume of around 100k, in 20 minutes. That is roughly 5,000 shares moved and $6.25 lost every minute. The likelihood of this happening again, if another spike is triggered, is very high. When you hit 
sell in a market that is moving that quick, your market sell price could easily be $20-$30 less by the time it is processed because your transaction is queued behind everyone else. A limit sell will not 
prevent this, it is safer but it it is still possible that the market is moving so quickly that your limit transaction is missed entirely. Note that this does not mean that you must sell ALL shares on the way up but 
a solid exist strategy is about understanding what a realistic return is and planning appropriately.

• Is the MOASS a sure thing?
No. As mentioned several times throughout this document, if the FTD Squeeze theory is accurate, the best exit strategy of the short position is to slowly ”uncoil the spring” until their positions are no longer 
overleveraged. Assuming the daily volume, buying pressure, and share price remain solidly in their control, there is no reason they would not be able to eventually accomplish this goal without any short 
squeeze (let alone the MOASS) being triggered.

• What if Citadel gets margin called?
1. Citadel, if they still have a short position, are not the only shorter in the ”game”. There continues to be a strong “us vs them” mentality within the community and it is largely directed at Citadel. This is 

for good reason, but it is incorrect to believe this is all on Citadel. 
2. A margin call occurs when a borrower’s account drops below the maintenance margin amount. This is the amount set by the broker to cover the collateral equity of the borrowed shares. Notably, 

while FINRA REG T requires a minimum 25% maintenance margin, the line provided to retail investors is often closer to 40%. However, when it comes to large institutional investors, like Citadel, 
because of their large equity position, this is often a far lower requirement, closer to the 25% minimum. 

3. If margin called, the investor (retail or institutional) is provided with an updated maintenance coverage amount based on either the volatility of share value borrowed, or the amount of equity 
collateral held by the borrower. In the case of an institutional investor, this would include, theoretically, their entire portfolio as collateral as well as any liquid assets that have already been 
submitted as the collateral. Depending on the broker, there is typically a 2-day window to deposit the necessary collateral requirements requested during the margin call.

4. Due to the likely lower maintenance margin requirements and the unknown short position of Citadel currently, it is difficult to say what the probability of a margin call is however it is safe to presume 
that their short position in January was higher than it is currently, as was the share price, meaning that a margin call against Citadel, or any shorter, at the current price is unlikely since it hasn’t 
happened yet, that we are aware of.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS II
The previous FAQ slide consisted of random questions which I have fielded sporadically over the course of two months. While useful, I thought it might be equally helpful to provide a typical exchange, from start 
to finish. The following questions are a rough approximation of the questions and subsequent answers given to, at this point, likely hundreds of people, presumably just like you.
• Wen moon?

Depends on what you mean by “moon”. If you mean the mythical MOASS then it is statistically unlikely enough to be considered an impossibility. The data now doesn’t support it as an option 
and the data has never supported the numbers which are commonly referred to as the “moon”.

• Why doesn’t the FTD Squeeze DD support the MOASS?
The "Mother of All Short Squeezes" was first coined to describe the craziness of the Volkswagen short squeeze in 2008. With the hype surrounding GME, this same phrase was used to describe 

the current situation to GME. However, it is critical to note that there is a fundamental difference between these two squeeze scenarios. VW was, arguably, an orchestrated takeover by Porsche which 
was driven by a huge derivatives ownership and large short position. Additionally, while it impacted the global financial markets, it originated on the German market which has different regulations 
involved. But, perhaps, most critically, VW's valuation when they became the most valued company in the world for a few hours, was roughly 8x their fundamental price to cash flow's (PFCF) existing 
market cap at the time. By contrast, GME beyond the $1.6 trillion market cap of Saudi Arabian Oil Company would require a share price of $23,000 each. This is around a 700x increase from their 
fundamental price to cash flow's (PFCF) ACTUAL market cap. A $100k per share valuation would not only make GME the most highly valued company in the world, but it would also be 4x SAOC and 
have a value equivalent to the whole of the UK. Look, nothing is impossible. I could wake up tomorrow in Australia without knowing how I magically teleported there, but the probability is SO low of it 
happening that it is a statistical zero probability, and the likelihood of GME hitting $100k per share is even less likely. This IS DANGEROUS. Trust DATA not baseless HYPE.

Simply put, the data doesn't support the million-dollar floor MOASS theories because even if the short and FTD positions were primed to see a theoretical value of truly astronomical 
proportions, there are enough "checks and balances" in place to prevent an artificial growth to this level. These include the circuit breakers we are very familiar with but also regulations around fraud 
suspicions and liquidity requirements. And, by the way, if you want to truly want compare this to VW, GME reached 8x its PFCF market cap when it hit $280. Which leads me to...

• But market fundamentals don't apply to GME?
This is by far the most insane statement made on a regular basis. Market fundamentals always apply to ALL parts of the market because they are "fundamental" parts of it. It is in the name. A 

fundamental analysis of a stock to determine if it is overbought or oversold is exactly what we've all been doing for months. We know that the current valuation of GME is well above its PFCF valuation, 
and its fair market value is lower than the market price it is currently sitting at. GME is, by fundamental analysis, in an overbought position and, under normal circumstances, would be a hard sell.
To be clear, "normal circumstances" doesn't mean that market fundamentals don't exist and don't apply. Abnormal circumstances are STILL governed and visible through the fundamentals they manifest in. 
If that wasn't the case, then anytime a stock moves because of a news article people would be screaming about how fundamentals don't apply. 

Users across the GME retail investor community have spent hours building legitimate functional models which have predicted price plateaus and peaks to the dollar. The data contained within 
this due diligence document and the data that you see when opening the morning report and learning about next DTCC filing. Both are driven and dependent upon the trust placed in the data being 
provided and the market fundamentals being leveraged. Market fundamentals always exist regardless of whatever buzz word you are currently using to describe our existing situation. 

• Sure, but what about Market Maker collusion?
This DD was built with a very clear understanding of market regulations and based on the belief that regulations were/are inherently enforced and that nothing nefarious was/is purposely 

being done by any party. At the end of the day, it is in the job of these guys to make money for their company. There is a difference between blatant illegal acts and using known and accepted market 
mechanics to make money, which is the goal of everyone playing the market, including us. If they are not breaking a law, they are not criminally responsible and they, in many cases, are not ethically 
responsible either.

• Okay, but what if all us apes just keep holding, they can’t take our shares if we don’t sell them, and they need them!
The best answer for this is simple, “they don’t”. Need your shares that is. We are A wall but not THE wall. In other words, there are several methods which can be used to legitimately cover 

their short positions that we are aware of and likely a few that us ”apes” haven’t yet figured out. Also, the reported Short Interest has been around 10-20 million for nearly two months. While I am 
aware that the use of synthetics, and perhaps other unknown methods, can theoretically hide the true numbers, the amount of options movement which would need to happen to continue “hiding” these 
hugely overleveraged positions would have to be huge. For what reason? So people stop buying shares? Who is buying shares or has the liquidity to do so right now? We are already here. No whales 
are coming in at a $150 per share valuation so who are they hiding these short numbers from? And how could it possibly be worth the hundreds of millions of dollars to continue “hiding”?

But, for the sake of argument, let’s do a quick thought experiment together. Let’s assume that they DO need your shares and that you are sitting on 100 shares that you bought for $250 each 
(you came in late January and then doubled down when it spiked again in early March). You need to net $25k to break even. Now, and this is important because it REQURES that you be honest with 
yourself. It’s okay, no one is looking… when do you share you first share. You have 100 to spare. Do you sell any? Because, you know, if you sold 25 at $1000, you would make your entire initial 
investment back and the remaining 75 can be all profit! This would make sense to me, right, then the rest can just be reserved for your moonshot but at least you are not missing your original $25k any 
longer. Did you know that if you sold another 25 at 5k, you can walk away with $125k? In some places that is a house! Not bad for a few months of yelling “Diamond Hands” from the rooftops. Plus you 
still have 50, half, left for your moonshot. Now you are sitting on $125k profit, with 50 more shares in hand and no debt. No brainer right?

Now look left, look right. Do you see the other apes scribbling notes and math as they plan out the same? Now let’s assume that the various Reddit retail investor holding estimates are accurate 
and Reddit is currently sitting on the full float, just them. That is roughly 50 million shares! Sorry, WAS 50 million…Guess who now has 25 million shares to work with on a reported short interest of 10 
million… I realize these numbers are not exact to the various posts and holdings, but the point stands. People will do what is best for them, as they should.



A PERSONAL NOTE AND THE FUTURE
Since the inception of this Due Diligence, the lack of direct predictions of timing or price was an intentional omission in order to avoid inadvertently tying the 
acceptance of the data presented to a missed target. Instead, the goal was to provide the most reasonable and rational depiction of how we got to this point so 
that everyone could independently make the best financial decisions for them, personally.

It has recently come to my attention that many within our general community of GME ”retail” investors have latched on to this document as evidence of an 
impending “MOASS” event or target price. This has led me to make a few changes to specific slides and text so that they are taken less literally. In addition to 
this, I have spent the better part of three weeks trying to identify any possible leading indicators on the pressure walls and current state of the FTD Squeeze. The 
point of this is to know, roughly, how many “uncoiling the spring” cycles to anticipate before it makes sense to close out positions and, hopefully, take some profit.

The specific indicators I have been referencing for my personal position can be found on the next slide. However, there are a few points which we should review 
for the purposes of understanding the following indicators as well as, generally, establishing a baseline understanding of my personal interpretation of the data:
• The hypothetical MOASS is NOT a statistical probability

• I have seen no data which would support the astronomical “meme” floors which have been encouraged for months and I don’t believe the buying pressure exists to get us 
anywhere, let alone the insane valuations being discussed

• “Uncoiling the spring” is the current short seller exit to the FTD Squeeze
• As mentioned, several times throughout this document, ”uncoiling the spring” refers to the slow recovery of the short seller negative positions. The current data suggests that this 

“uncoiling” has been in place since the start of the FTD Squeeze in September. Apart from the spike in January and end of February, the ability to reduce their short position 
systematically by continuing to reborrow when necessary but purchase shares, when available, has allowed those with short positions to largely recover to manageable daily 
positions within GME.

• Collusion, intentional corruption, or blatantly illicit activities are NOT part of the data and conclusions
• And they should not be. As mentioned on the previous slide, making conclusions with data which is considered inherently “tainted” by the accepted corruption within the financial 

system does nothing to provide a true direction with the Due Diligence. In other words, if we are assuming the ability to collude or intentionally break to the law is a given in ANY 
situation then attempting to create a reasonable speculative model on what we currently see and how to move forward is, frankly, a waste of time. There is no value in arguing 
against corruption as it is impossible to prove a negative. Just know that this DD, and the conclusions made, do NOT consider collusion or illegal activity a worthwhile data point.

• Current daily volume is primarily in the hands of short sellers and options traders
• Given that retail largely tapped their available funds in January, since February, and especially after the price jump in early March, the daily volume has been largely controlled 

by short sellers and options traders; their ability to essentially “move” the price to in order to gain liquidity from options is the most likely driver of our current daily volume.
• The only prediction this DD will ever provide

• I chose to provide this upfront, so that you can review the data and indicators provided on the next slide with this prediction in mind. My hope is that your personal position on 
GME will be strengthened as a result of the data provided (in whichever way that may make the most sense for you) but I believe that it is “dangerous” to leave the following slide 
up to interpretation. Accordingly, providing this here allows you to understand the goal of the indicators provided and how it relates to any theories you may have already 
formed. So, based on the following indicators, I believe that: 

1. The buying pressure brought on by the need for short positions to cover their overleveraged positions as well as continued shorting to “kick the FTD can” further has 
dramatically reduced and is continuing to decline

2. The FTD report releasing on 4/30 will VERY likely show little, if any, average uptick in the number of outstanding FTDs for the first two weeks of April
3. The share price, daily short volume, volume, and FTDs will continue declining until the market ”self-corrects” fully and reconnects to the market fundamentals for GME.
4. The above may take several weeks to fully uncoil but, ignoring possible negative pressure caused by exited positions, a likely “reconnect” point appears to be in the 

$120-$130 range and, without a positive or negative market moving catalyst, is likely to be reached by the end of May.



ESCAPE HATCH INDICATORS
Based on the data available, and my understanding of the mechanics relevant to the FTD Squeeze, I have identified the following “Key Indicators” of the 
“uncoiling spring”. The below screens and details define the probable indicators of the end of the FTD Squeeze and the final ”spring uncoiling”. This, like much in 
this presentation, is an extremely complex concept and far easier explained outside of text and screenshots. The IAmNotAFinancialAdvisor.com Discord has 
several ”voice chat” recordings that are available and encouraged to be listened to for a greater explanation. Additionally, I personally have spent many hours 
discussing this Due Diligence on the Discord and I highly recommend that, anyone who would like to discuss further or learn more on the data provided, join in.

*Appendix XI and XII provide a visualization of the daily short volume and FTD inverse relationship throughout the FTD Squeeze; Appendix IX provides a larger view of this data; Appendix XIII provides a link to the original data set on Google Drive
**There are other theoretical “indicators” which have also been discussed as possible data points of note including available options volume, borrowable shares, borrowing rate %, etc. However, the data on these is fragmented or difficult to tie directly to market impact seen. 
These may have a relevance, but they are not included due to this uncertainty.

2. In Feb and Mar FTDs were 
very low, but Daily Short Volume 
was very high 

(On 2/25 short volume was the highest since 2010)

The Last Indicator*

(The Event Horizon)
Since 3/29, the Daily Short Volume has been at the 
lowest level we have since Sept and Dec of last year, 
and Jan of this year. 

Because of the identified correlation, if the FTD 
Squeeze buying pressure still exists, we would expect 
to see elevated FTDs during this same time period.

The FTD report containing this data set will be 
available on 4/30 and will provide, from my view, 
the last indicator of where we currently sit within the 
FTD Squeeze.

1. Throughout January we 
saw a high FTD rate and 
a relatively small Daily 
Short Volume

Declining On Balance Volume 
(OBV)
The OBV provides a measure of 
positive buying pressure over time. 
While a leading indicator, it does a 
good job of providing a visualization 
of the slowly falling price and the 
tapering buying pressure within GME 
as a whole. Based on the FTD 
Squeeze theory, buying pressure is 
critical to sustain the squeeze as the 
FTDs, if in existence, are required to 
be settled within a specific period 
beyond the transaction.

Declining daily volume
As you can see from the data set, we 
have seen a consistent down trend in 
daily volume as the buying pressure 
has fallen off, so has the selling 
pressure. As the price continues to 
”step down”, it becomes more 
reconnected to market fundamentals.

”Stepping down” of pricing 
(Negative Price Plateaus)
As you can see from the data set, since 3/11, we have 
seen a consistent down trend in share price. The 10-day 
average “step down” is roughly following the logarithmic 
growth seen in the initial “step ups” throughout Q4 last 
year, as touched on in slides 14-16.

This logarithmic step down is at 
roughly 24% => 13.5%... If this 

same “step down” continues, the average price movement 
over the next 10-day block could push to around 7.5% 
(~$140) and, if accurate, would continue this logarithmic 
decay as we reconnect with fundamentals. At this point, the 
“step down” will average to zero and the value would no 
longer fall as a result of decaying buying pressure. Note 
that the value, naturally, WILL fall if negative selling 
pressure is applied by positions being exited; however, this 
IS part of market fundamentals and is to be expected.$230

Avg.

$185
Avg.

$160
Avg. ?

Declining Fails AND declining daily shorts*



APPENDIX I 
SHORTS VOLUME | JAN ’14 – JAN ‘21



APPENDIX II
GME TOTAL LIABILITIES/ASSETS | OCT ‘05 – NOV ’20

GME Total Liabilities [5] GME Total Assets [5]



APPENDIX III
GME DEBT REPORT (‘05-’20) AND FINANCIAL SUMMARIES (‘15-’20)

GME Debt to Equity Ratio [5] GME Annual Financial Summaries [5]



APPENDIX IV
FAIL-TO-DELIVER BY VOLUME AND FAIL-TO-DELIVER REPORT DATES | NOV ‘19 – AUG ‘20



APPENDIX V
FAIL-TO-DELIVER BY VOLUME AND FAIL-TO-DELIVER REPORT DATES |AUG ‘20 – MAR ‘21



APPENDIX VI
ESTIMATED REMAINING FLOAT*

*includes 5% error



APPENDIX VII
FTD “LOCATE REQUIREMENT” BORROW/RETURN HEATMAPS | NOV ‘19 – MAR ‘21*

*Charts are meant to represent a possible visualization of the FTD borrow/return timings based on the known return windows



APPENDIX VIII
SHORTS/OTC VOLUME AND PRICE | JUN ‘20 – MAR ‘21



APPENDIX IX
VISUALIZING IMPACT ON FTD AND DAILY SHORTS DUE TO LIMITED FLOAT | JAN ‘20 – APR ‘21

RED | FTDS > 750,000
ORANGE | DAILY SHORTS > 9,500,000

BLUE | RC VENTURES REPORTED HOLDINGS



APPENDIX X
CHARTING POSSIBLE FTD PRESSURE WALLS AND DAILY SHORTS | SEPT ‘20 – APR ‘21



APPENDIX XI
SHORTS VS FAIL-TO-DELIVERS | JAN ‘20 – APR ‘21



APPENDIX XII
LOGARITHMIC PRICE, SHORTS, AND FAIL-TO-DELIVER CHARTING | JAN ‘21 – APR ‘21
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17. https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/gamestop-to-buy-back-more-than-60-of-its-2021-bonds-early-2020-11-11
18. http://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/03/09/2189924/0/en/GameStop-Announces-Fourth-Quarter-and-Fiscal-Year-2020-Earnings-Release-Date.html
19. https://www.bondpdf.com/entity/GameStop-Corp.-7bba8
20. https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1326380/000144530514004080/gme-exhibit42.htm
21. https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/01/28/what-is-a-gamma-squeeze/
22. https://247sports.com/college/auburn/Board/104827/Contents/Naked-shorting-explained-160269825/
23. https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm
24. https://www.bizjournals.com/dallas/news/2020/10/14/gamestop-senvest-management.html
25. https://whalewisdom.com/stock/gme
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30. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IPCDkDGKbAfWEuPzB37RIAAi0jrVeOHMJsFuj8LhDHE/edit?usp=sharing
And many more in the last few months of digging and learning…

Also wanted to give a very special thanks to everyone who has contributed in any way to this data set. There are FAR too many to 
individually call out but the complete members list of the IAmNotAFinancialAdvisor.com Discord, is a good place to start.  -Gaf

Trust the DATA, not the HYPE. 
Iamnotafinancialadvisor.com

https://discord.gg/YWYeQxHvBV
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